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1. PURPOSE 

To establish a consistent procedure for the issuance, use, care and control of test and inspection 

stamps. 

 

 

 

 

2. APPLICABLE FORMS OR REFERENCES 

The table below identifies the code number and title of documents and references applicable to this 

procedure; 

Form/Reference Number Title 

AS9100 
Quality Management Systems - Requirements 
for Aviation, Space and Defense Organizations 

FM-85-06 Inspection Stamp Assignment Log 

SCOP DQR 
Supply Chain Operating procedure - DQR 
Program (Pratt & Whitney Canada) 

 

 

 

3. SCOPE 

This procedure applies to test and inspection stamps used to indicate the status of incoming material 

or parts being tested or inspected.  It can also apply to Quality Engineering and Quality Planning. 

 

4.  GENERAL POLICIES 

4.1 - An assignment log of all stamps issued is maintained in the FileMaker database, FM-85-06.  

This includes both internally issued (QNP) stamps, and customer supplied stamps (ex. 

UTAS/Ratheon Tech., Triumph Aerospace Group, Aero Controlex) 
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4.2 - Stamps are issued to employees performing; 

 Receiving inspection 

 Final inspection 

 Test inspection 

 In-process inspection 

 Self-Release 

4.3 - Application of the stamp to a part, product or document denotes performance or acceptance.  

Placement of the stamp may be defined by specific assembly or inspection instructions or test 

procedures if required.  The stamp impression on a part, product or document must be legible. 

4.4. - Terminated or transferring employees must return issued stamps to the quality assurance 

manager or his/her designee.  These stamps are suspended from service for a period of six (6) 

months before being reissued. 

4.5 - When a stamp is lost, it is the responsibility of the employee to notify the quality manager 

immediately.  Lost stamp numbers are withheld from service for a period of one year. 

4.6. - Each person ensures that his or her stamps are kept clean and that their impressions is clear 

and legible.  Worn or damaged stamps must be replaced. 

4.7 - Quality personnel use only those stamps assigned directly to them: these stamps are not used 

by other personnel.  No exceptions are made.  When not in use, the stamps are locked up or 

controlled by the responsible individual. 

4.8 - If a stamp is applied in error or applied before a discrepancy is discovered, the employee voids 

the stamp by drawing a line through the stamping and writing void, the date, employee initials and the 

reason for voiding the stamp. 

 

5. UTAS/Raytheon Technologies DQR Stamp Control 

5.1 - The process for stamp control shall include customer specific requirements 

5.1 - Assigned DQR stamps are the property of UTAS/Raytheon Tech. Members and shall not be 

modified from the condition they were received.     

5.2 - UTAS/Raytheon Tech. DQR stamps are not to be duplicated or used by anyone other than the 

assigned DQR. 

5.3 - The UTAS/Raytheon Tech. SQAR (Supplier Quality Assurance Representative) shall be notified 

within 1 (one) working day when a DQR is transferred from the Quality Department or leaves QNP. 

5.3 - The UTAS/Raytheon Tech. SQAR shall be notified within 1 (one) working day when a stamp is 

reported lost or damaged. 

5.4 - UTAS/Raytheon Tech. acceptance stamps are to be used only on material under a purchase 

order for the specific member, to be shipped to the specific member or to a member approved 

destination. 

5.5 - When required by a UTAS/Raytheon Tech Member, all stamps shall be returned to the 

member’s SQAR within five working days. Requests for replacement/lost stamps must be made to 

QNP’s assigned member’s SQAR 
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5.6 - The QA Manager and/or Primary DQR shall ensure the immediate cessation of the application of 

stamp identifiers and the return of assigned stamps when required by a UTAS/Raytheon Tech 

member, following the revocation of the DQR program, or following the disengagement of a DQR 

(applicable to the serialized stamp issued to that DQR) 

5.7 - Reference “SCOP- DRQ: Supply Chain Operating procedure - DQR Program” for requirements 

specific to Pratt & Whitney Canada. 

 

6. RESPONSIBILITY 

The table below identifies QNP personnel and their responsibility relating to this procedure: 

Person Responsibility 

Quality 

Assurance 

Manager or 

Designee 

Assign applicable stamps to personnel as the need arises. 

Maintain a stamp assignment log using FM-85-06. 

 Stamp number 

 Name 

 Date issued 

 Date returned, lost, destroyed, or reissued. 

File the receipt of inspection stamps in the applicable file. Notes on the form if the 
received stamp was reissued for a previously lost or destroyed stamp. 

Maintain a sufficient quantity of stamps in a secure area to issue replacements and 
to provide for new employees. 

Annually review all issued stamps for legibility. Destroy and reissue any stamp that 
is not clear or legible. 

Reorder any lost or destroyed stamp number(s). 

 

Person Responsibility 

Employee 
issued an 
inspection 
stamp 

Sign the receipt of inspection stamps form after receiving stamps. 

Use the stamp assigned only on those items personally tested or inspected. 

Apply the assigned stamp to material, parts, and associated documentation only 
when those items meet all specifications and quality standards; applies the stamp 
in the correct location (on part and document). The stamp implies that: 

 Part quantity corresponds with the accompanying documentation. 

 The operations performed on parts corresponds with accompanying 
documentation. 

 Parts comply with documentation requirements at that point in the 
sequence. 

 The operator has been certified to perform the given operation. 

 Equipment is calibrated. 

Apply the date on the applicable documentation, adjacent to the stamp. (Inspection 
personnel only) 
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Control assigned stamps by carrying them or by locking them up. 

Notify the Quality Manager when stamps are lost or damaged and obtain new 
stamps. 

 

 

7. RECORDS/OBJECTIVE EVIDENCE 

The retention duration for records referenced in this procedure are available on-line in the FM-75-01 

Master Document List with Revision History. 

Records are maintained in accordance with OP-75-01 Control of Documented Information. 

 

 

8. REVISION HISTORY 

Revision, approved date, effective date, and a document change summary for this document is 

located on-line in the FM-75-01 Master Document List with Revision History. 
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